ABSTRACT. Studying Pukanszky's type III factor, M2, we show that it does not have the property of asymptotic abelianness and discuss how this property is related to property L. We also prove that there are no asymptotic abelian II factors.
). However, it proved to be more difficult to show infinite factors were either asymptotically abelian or not asymptotically abelian.
Willig [15] proved that the I factor was not asymptotically abelian, but the other cases, up to now,, were not known.
In this paper, we study asymptotic abelianness of type II and type III factors.
We prove that the type III factor of Pukánszky [10] is not asymptotically abelian and that none of the II factors are asymptotically abelian. These results suggest that there may not be any asymptotically abelian infinite factors. First, form the measure space |XQ, SQ, pA where XQ = i0, l!, SQ = the class of subsets of X0, and nQ([0\)=p, p0(\l\) = 1 -p (0 < p < V2). Let ÍX, 5, ¡i\ be the completion of the Cartesian product !X £$ X , X £^ S , X £Í p ! where <I>2 is the free group on two generators, g1 and g2, and X -XQ, S = 5Q, p = uQ fot all g £ $2.
A point x e X is denoted (x ) where x = 0 or 1 for all g e $2.
Let A = {x £ X\ x =0 except for a finite number of g\. A is an abelian group under the operation (x + y) = x + y (mod 2). Form a new group L, = (A|<I>2), the semidirect product of A and 02, with <I>2 inducing on A the automorphism, Tg , defined at the gth coordinate by (Tg a) = ag g for g0 £ $ a e A. Thus, for (a, g), (0, gQ) e (A|$2) = g, (a, g)(/3, g0) = (TgQa + 0, gg0), (a, g)~ » = (Tg_ ,a, g~ !) and (0, e) is the identity where 0 is the identity in A and e is the identity in $2. An element in § of the form (a, e) will be denoted a and (0, g) will be denoted g. § acts as a group of one-to-one mappings of X onto itself by the rule x -> xa where, letting x = (x ) and a = (a, g_), (xzz) = x" e + a (mod 2). Since S
is also a group of automorphisms of 5, for each a £ C¡, we may define the translated measure p (F) = piEa), fot E £ S. p is absolutely continuous with respect to p, so the Radon-Nikodym derivative dp ix)/dy. exists. Now, for a £ §, let H = L (X), the Hubert space of all /t-square integrable functions on X and form H = 2 eP©W . An element F £ H is a complexvalued function, F(zz, x) (zz e §, x e X) satisfying the condition 2 etJv-|/(fl. *)| d¡x < °o. The inner product on H is defined by (F, G) = £ jx Fia, x)Gia,x)dp ae § tot F, G £ H. M2 is then defined as the algebra over H generated by the opera-
where a, aQ eg, F e H, and ci>(x) is a complex-valued measurable function. Every operator in zM is of the form A = 2 €qL^, (x)U where cb (x) is bounded and measurable for a £ g. The infinite sum is defined by the strong operator topology.
We will denote (A) = d> (x).
.a ~ a
We will use the following lemmas in this section and in §5. For proofs, the reader is referred to [l0].
Lemma 2.1. // (A) = cf>aix) and (ß)fl = if/ ix) for A, B £ zVl , then
(ii) (A*)a s <pa_ jka),
(iv) iAB)a^be%cbh_xix)<f/haixb-'). 1, 2 and e > 0. Then
Proof, (i) [10] . This is included in the proof of Lemma 13.
(ii) Letting iU) = <f> (x), we note that it suffices to prove the lemma for
so, by [10, Lemma 13] , there is a constant k with Z f \<t>a(x)\2 dp < kt2
"6 §;a*(0,e) and a constant k with f\cf>e(x)\2dpi-f<f>e(x)dp (ii) cb(pn(A)) = 0(A) for A e M.
Numerous examples exist of infinite factors both with and without property L. In particular, Powers' factors, M , 0 < p < l/2, have property L and Pukánszky's M2 does not have property L [10] , Also, Willig [15] The sequence ((7 ) is uniformly bounded so, by weak compactness, there is a subsequence (again called ( (7 )) and a UQ £ M such that weak limit U = UQ. This means that for x eK ® K and n large,
úp^.n^iF^wcKcWpu^uwpu^c Then, by weak »-compactness of bounded sets in the dual, icb ) has an accumulation point, cb. Thus, for arbitrarily large n., there exists a positive integer n such that n > n and |^(A1A2)-<p0(pn(A1A2))|<i, \4>iA2AyA-cbQipniA2Al))\<c.
Thus 0 is a state on M ® B(K) which satisfies 0(A XAA = (f>(A2A ,) for all A .,
A 2 e /M ® B(H). But zVI ® B(K) is infinite. Hence, there is a nonzero projection, e, such that e ~ / -e ~ /. Let Vj and K2 be partial isometries in M ® B (K) such that V XV*X = e and V^V* = / -e and V*Vj = V*V 2 = /. Then 0(e) = $(VXV*) = #(V*Vj) = 0(/) = 1, 0(/ -e) = 0(V2V*) = 0(V'2*V2) = 0(/) = 1.
Thus, 0(/) = 0(/ -e) + 0(e) = 2 which is a contradiction.
Using this theorem, we can exhibit infinite factors which satisfy property L, but are not asymptotically abelian.
Consider first, the following result of Tomiyama [14] . aries in N such that strong limit U*AU -A for all A in N. If U = / ® (7 , then U is a sequence of unitaries in M ® N such that strong limit (7 XÍ7 = X for all X in AL® N.
Proof. [14] . This is included in the proof of Theorem 2. is a sequence of *■automorphism s of M such that limit __ ||çS(«)(T) -T|| = 0 for all T £ M, then limit / sup ¡||<p(7z)(T)-T|||\ =0.
•-• \hti*i )
We use this lemma to show that W -algebras are not uniformly asymptotically abelian (unless they are commutative algebras). limit \\PniU)*TpniU) -T\\ = limit \\TpiU) -pniU)T\\ = 0.
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